
RENT AT HERTZ.CH

HERTZ BASEL AIRPORT
PICK UP / RETURN GUIDE



HOW YOU FIND US BASEL AIRPORT

First of all choose the swiss side.

Pass the Swiss custom take the exit in direction Switzerland.

PICK-UP BASEL AIRPORT 

After the exit of the customs they to the right and you will arrive at the counter 
after 30 meters. Now you can pick up your car.



HOW YOU FIND US BASEL AIRPORT

Follow the direction to Basel on the highway. Please follow DOUANE ZOLL and 
don’t take the exit Euroairport before the customs.

After the Swiss border take the exit EUROAIRPORT.

RETURN GUIDE FROM GERMANY

Follow the direction ST. LOUIS, FRANCE. Take a left turn.

Turn left at the crossroad in direction EUROAIRPORT. At the roundabout, take the 
first exit to the right and follow the road for about 5km.

Drive in direction ANKUNFT (ARRIVAL), CAR RENTAL. Follow the bus line to find 
the car return. Park your car on any bay marked Hertz or Dollar Thrifty.

Please return the key of your car at the customer representative or after opening 
hours please throw the keys in the KEY RETURN BOX.



HOW YOU FIND US BASEL AIRPORT

Follow the direction to Basel on the highway. Please follow DOUANE ZOLL and 
don’t take the french exit Aéroport Bâle/Mulhouse - Blotzheim!

Cross the Swiss border and take the exit ALLSCHWIL.

RETURN GUIDE FROM FRANCE (A35)

Follow the direction ST. LOUIS, FRANCE. Take a left turn.

Turn left at the crossroad in direction EUROAIRPORT. At the roundabout, take the 
first exit to the right and follow the road for about 5km.

Drive in direction ANKUNFT (ARRIVAL), CAR RENTAL. Follow the bus line to find 
the car return. Park your car on any bay marked Hertz or Dollar Thrifty.

Please return the key of your car at the customer representative or after opening 
hours please throw the keys in the KEY RETURN BOX.



ADDRESS  

Hertz Basel Swiss Side
Flughafenstrasse 230
4056 Basel 
Switzerland
+41 (0)61 325 27 80
basel-airport@hertz.ch

> Please follow the road to Euroairport

Breakdown number
+41 (0)84 480 42 00

Important information 
The rental car pick up and return must be within Switzerland. If you should return 
your rental car at the French part of the airport, a fee of CHF 230.- applies.

OPENING TIMES

Pickup / Return
Mo-Fr:  7.30AM - 11PM     
Sa:       8AM - 11PM
Su:       8.30AM - 11PM

If Check-in is closed, please leave your rental car keys in the key-deposit-box at 
the Check-in area and note mileage and return time on the backside of your 
rental wallet.

If you should return your rental car to any other location or parking outside of the 
Hertz dedicated return area, additional charges may apply.

RETURN OUT OF HOURS


